TO: Bob Shavelson, Executive Director, Cook Inletkeeper
FROM: Briana Mordick, Senior Scientist, Natural Resources Defense Council
SUBJECT: BlueCrest Alaska Operating LLC 10-403 Application for Fracture Operations: Horizontal Production Well H16
DATE: 7 December 2016

This report responds to the request of the Cook Inletkeeper for a technical review of the BlueCrest Alaska Operating LLC ("BlueCrest" or "permit applicant") 10-403 Application for Fracture Operations: Horizontal Production Well H16 ("permit application"). I have reviewed the application and supporting documents and detailed my comments below. My CV detailing my qualifications to provide this technical review is attached.

The permit application raises a number of questions and concerns as to whether the proposed actions will endanger the environment, particularly water resources. Specifically, as discussed in greater detail in the comments that follow:

- Proposed well design may not be adequate to ensure long-term well integrity
- Potential misuse of a UIC aquifer exemption
- Inadequate demonstration that fractures will not communicate with offset wells
- Request to waive critical safety standards
- Missing data on source of water used for hydraulic fracturing

Consequently, the permit should not be approved unless and until these issues are addressed.

Inadequate Well Design

The proposed well design leaves the vast majority of the annulus behind the intermediate casing uncemented. According to the permit application, the intermediate casing shoe will be at 14,740’ MD/7,080’ TVD. The top of cement will be at ~12,900’ MD/6,563’ TVD. In other words, the annular space behind the intermediate casing will be uncemented from surface to more than 6,500 feet deep (TVD).

As noted in the permit application, this uncemented interval contains fluid-bearing zones, including zones that meet the federal definition of an Underground Source of Drinking Water (USDW) and Alaska’s definition of “freshwater.”¹ Failing to cement over fluid-bearing formations, particularly those that may be capable of flow, can result in loss of well control in the near term and casing corrosion and sustained casing pressure in the medium to long term, which may compromise mechanical integrity. Industry best practice is to cement over potential flow zones and zones that may be abnormally

---

¹ 40 CFR §144.3; 20 AAC 25.990(27)
pressured, contain hydrocarbons or protected water, or other drilling hazards. Alaska regulation requires that the well casing and cementing program must be designed to:

- prevent migration of fluids from one stratum to another;
- ensure control of well pressures encountered;
- prevent contamination of freshwater;
- provide well control until the next casing is set, considering all factors relevant to well control including formation fracture gradients, formation pressures, casing setting depths, and proposed total depth.

The proposed well design does not meet these standards. The well design should be amended and cement should extend at least 500’ above the top of the water-bearing zones that meet Alaska’s definition of “freshwater aquifer” or an additional string of intermediate casing should be set to isolate these formations. Cement should also be placed over all potential flow zones.

**Misuse of an Underground Injection Control Program Aquifer Exemption**

As noted above, the uncemented interval behind the intermediate casing contains water-bearing strata that meet the federal definition of a USDW. These strata also meet Alaska’s definition of a “freshwater aquifer,” where freshwater means “water that (A) has a total dissolved solids concentration of less than 10,000 mg/l, and occurs in a stratum not exempted under 20 AAC 25.440; or (B) occurs in a stratum that serves as a source of drinking water for human consumption.” Specifically, as stated in the permit application, the strata in the proposed well from 2693’ – 6800’ TVD contain water with total dissolved solids (TDS) less than 10,000 mg/l. These strata must therefore be protected under both federal and state law and regulation.

Alaska’s regulations governing hydraulic fracturing require casing to be cemented below the base of the lowermost freshwater aquifer. The proposed well design fails to meet this requirement. As justification for not cementing over these intervals, the applicant states that these aquifers “do not qualify as sources of drinking water as they are economically and technically impractical, per the Underground Injection Control Permit: Class 1; Permit Number AK11016-A.” This refers to an aquifer exemption that the BlueCrest applied for from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in order to construct and operate two Class I Underground Injection Control (UIC) disposal wells. EPA granted BlueCrest an aquifer exemption for “…aquifers within the Tyonek formation between 3,508’ measured depth (MD) (3000’ TVD) and 8,202’ MD (6,500’ TVD) and within one-quarter (1/4) mile radius of the wellbores of proposed wells DSP01 and (equivalent depth in) DSP02.” The applicant has not provided any maps or cross-sections showing the locations of these aquifer exemptions and demonstrating that the aquifers in the Production Well H16 well that meet Alaska’s definition of “freshwater” fall within the exemption

---


3 20 AAC 25.030(a)

4 20 AAC 25.990(27)

5 20 AAC 25.283(a)(6)(A)
boundaries. Moreover, the purpose of aquifer exemptions is to allow UIC wells to inject into formations that meet the definition of a USDW but that may not actually serve as drinking water sources for various reasons – not to circumvent state law and regulation governing water protection and well construction. As stated above, the well design should be amended and cement should extend at least 500’ above the top of the water-bearing zones that meet Alaska’s definition of “freshwater aquifer” or an additional string of intermediate casing should be set to isolate these formations.

BlueCrest’s purpose for obtaining the aquifer exemption and Class I permits is unclear, given that the application does not indicate that BlueCrest is planning to use the two proposed Class I wells for wastewater disposal, at least initially. To the contrary, the applicant’s post-fracture wellbore cleanup and fluid recovery plan states that, “Flowback will be initiated though a third party flow back vendor until the fluids are cleaned up effectively to be taken to the facility. Initial flow back fluids will be taken to tanks upon which they shall either be disposed of at a third party waste injection facility for disposal” [emphasis added]. BlueCrest should clarify the intended use of these disposal wells.

Finally, the geospatial coordinates for the bottomhole locations of the two Class I disposal wells, DSP01 and DSP02 appear to have been listed incorrectly in the permit application (specifically, in Attachment 04: UIC Permit AK11016-A). The coordinates listed put the bottomhole locations more than 25 miles from the surface locations (see map on page 6). BlueCrest should provide accurate coordinates for the surface and bottomhole locations.

**Fracture Communication with Offset Wells**

The information provided by the applicant is not sufficient to demonstrate that fractures in Production Well H16 will not communicate with nearby offset wells. The applicant states that there are five existing wells within one half mile of the H16 well. At its closest approach, the proposed H16 wellbore will come within approximately 382’, 543’, 622’, 1,220’, and 1,520’ from these five wellbores. The applicant states that in all cases, fractures will not communicate with these wellbores, yet the application also shows that fractures are estimated to grow up to 446’ feet in length in some stages – greater than the distance to at least one of the offset wells. The information provided by the applicant is not sufficiently detailed to independently determine where this fracture stage is relative to the closest approach of the nearest offset well (the Hansen 1AL1). Even if the fractures themselves do not intersect the offset wells, pressure may still be transmitted to these wells and could cause mechanical integrity issues if the wells are not designed to withstand such pressure.

Communication between offset wells during fracturing is a serious problem, risking blowouts in adjacent wells and/or aquifer contamination during well stimulation. A New Mexico oil well recently experienced a blowout, resulting in a spill of more than 8,400 gallons of fracturing fluid, oil, and water. The blowout occurred when a nearby well was being hydraulically fractured and the fracturing fluids intersected this offset well. The incident led the New Mexico Oil Conservation Division to request information about other instances of communication between wells during drilling, completion,

---

stimulation or production operations. Incidents of communication between wells during stimulation have been documented in British Columbia, Pennsylvania, Texas, and other states across the country.

The Alberta Energy Regulator (AER), the oil and gas regulator in Alberta, Canada, recognized that communication between wells during fracturing is a serious risk to well integrity and groundwater after a number of spills and blowouts resulted from communication between wells during fracturing. As a result, AER created requirements to address the risk of communication and reduce the likelihood of occurrence. Similarly, Enform, a Canadian oil and gas industry safety association, published recommended practices to manage the risk of communication. BlueCrest should review these rules and incorporate similar steps into its fracturing plan, including but not limited to:

1. A list of all such wells, including but not limited to wells permitted but not yet drilled, drilling, awaiting completion, active, inactive, shut-in, temporarily abandoned, plugged, and orphaned.
2. A description of each well's type, construction, date drilled, location, depth, record of plugging and/or completion.
3. An assessment of the integrity of each well identified.
4. A plan for performing corrective action if any of the wells identified are improperly plugged, completed, or abandoned.
5. An assessment to determine the risk that the stimulation treatment will communicate with each well identified.
6. For each well identified as at-risk for communication, a plan for well control, including but not limited to:
   a. A method to monitor for communication
   b. A determination of the maximum pressure which the at-risk well can withstand
   c. Actions to maintain well control
   d. If the at-risk well is not owned or operated by BlueCrest, a plan for coordinating with the offset well operator to prevent loss of well control.

This information should be provided with the fracturing permit application.

---

Request to Waive Critical Safety Standards

Alaska regulations require that when fracturing is done through a fracturing string, the fracturing string must be tested to not less than 110 percent of the maximum anticipated pressure differential to which the fracturing string may be subjected. This is a critical safety test to ensure that the fracturing equipment can withstand the pressure to which it will be subjected during fracturing, plus a safety factor. BlueCrest asked that this requirement be waived and that it instead be allowed to test to 71 percent of the maximum anticipated pressure differential because the sliding sleeves on the fracturing string are pressure activated and could open at the 110 percent test pressure. This request should be denied and BlueCrest should instead use equipment that can be tested at the required pressure.

Water Source for Hydraulic Fracturing

BlueCrest has not disclosed the source of water it will use for hydraulic fracturing base fluid. BlueCrest applied for and received a Temporary Water Use Authorization (TWUA) to drill two shallow water supply wells with a combined withdrawal of up to 3.65 million gallons of water per year with a daily amount of up to 10,000 gallons per day. The stated purpose of these wells was to provide water for construction, drilling, operations, and camp use.\textsuperscript{13} In response to nearby landowner concerns, the TWUA was revised to reflect an agreement made by BlueCrest to only drill one water well and only utilize that well for emergencies and personnel safety. However, the approved withdrawal limit remains 3.65 million gallons of water per year with a maximum limit of 10,000 gallons per day.

The fracturing permit application indicates that over one million gallons of total fracturing fluid is proposed to be used, of which water is 73 percent by weight (where the total weight includes proppant). This is a significant volume of water and BlueCrest should disclose from where and how the water will be obtained.

\textsuperscript{13} See TWUA A2014-145
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